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Abstract

This paper presents a method to solve the mechanical problems undergoing finite deformations and the unilateral contact problems without friction for hyperelastic materials. We apply it to an industrial application: contact between a mechanical gasket and an obstacle. The main idea is to formulate the contact problem into an optimization’s one, in order to use the Interior Point OPTimizer (IPOPT) to solve it. Finally, the FreeFEM software is used to compute and solve the contact problem. Our method is validated against several benchmarks and used on an industrial application example.
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1 Introduction

Mechanical contact problems and their simulations are of great importance in the industry. One of the difficulties encountered in these kinds of problems is the nonlinearity resulting from the non-penetration between the bodies coming into contact. Another nonlinearity can come from the material, indeed linear elastic materials are not used in practice to model the materials which can be submitted to large deformations, instead hyperelastic materials are considered to model materials like rubber. Hyperelastic materials mechanics are treated in [1, 5, 7, 15, 16].

Several formulations exist for contact problems, we can cite the primal formulation where the unknown is the displacement field or the dual formulation
where the contact pressure is the unknown of the problem. In this paper, we follow the contact primal formulation. Different methods can be used to solve a contact problem, like the penalty method, the Lagrangian multiplier method, and the augmented Lagrangian method. For more details about contact mechanics and methods that can be used for solving the problem, one can refer to the monographs [12, 22] and the references therein.

In [23], the penalty method was considered for a contact between a hyperelastic material and a rigid obstacle, the surface of the rigid obstacle was described by a \( C^2 \) function that can be given analytically or by cubic spline interpolation. Mixed formulations are used for example in [9, 10] where the unknowns are the displacement field and the contact pressure. A linear elasticity law is used to model the material and an Active Set Strategy was used in [10] in order to find the contact zone. In [17], an algorithm for contact problems involving fluid-structure interactions is presented and uses the semi-smooth Newton method. Several methods can be found in [24], like the Partial Dirichlet-Neumann method for unilateral contact. A barrier method was used in [13] to solve the contact problem.

In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the contact between a hyperelastic body (where the linear elastic body is a particular case) and a rigid obstacle or a rigid foundation. The dynamical and frictional cases are not treated here. The goal of this work is to propose a method that uses the FreeFEM software [8] and its tools to solve the contact problem. As it is formulated as an optimization problem, the Interior Point OPTimizer algorithm (IPOPT) [21], which is already interfaced with FreeFEM [8], is used to solve the optimization problem and to reach the solution. The rigid foundation is supposed to be described by a \( C^2 \) function, if it is not the case the foundation can be approximated by a spline function which is also available in the FreeFEM language.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present several reminders about large deformation mechanics and all useful quantities required to introduce our contact method, as well as the hyperelastic materials and the formulation of the contact problem between a body and a rigid foundation. In section 3, we present the Interior Point OPTimizer method (IPOPT), used to solve constrained minimization problems. We also introduce the formulation of our contact problem to be solved. Finally, in section 4, our method is validated against several contact examples and, in section 5, used in an industrial application.

2 Nonlinear mechanics

2.1 Large deformation mechanics

Let \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^3 \) denotes a body and \( \partial \Omega = \Gamma_0 \cup \Gamma_1 \) where \( \Gamma_0 \) and \( \Gamma_1 \) denote respectively the disjoint parts of the boundary (\( \Gamma_0 \cap \Gamma_1 = \emptyset \)) where a displacement and a surface traction \( t \) are applied. Assuming the static case, the application which describes the deformation of the body is called \( \Phi \). It transforms the body
from its initial configuration $\Omega$ into its actual configuration $\Phi(\Omega)$, see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Initial and actual configurations.

In the following, the position vector of a particle in its initial and actual configuration is respectively represented by $X$ and $x = \Phi(X)$. The displacement field vector is given by:

$$u = x - X = \Phi(X) - X$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The deformation gradient $F$ is a tensor that describes the deformation and is given by:

$$F = \left( \frac{\partial x}{\partial X} \right)^T = \left( \frac{\partial \Phi(X)}{\partial X} \right)^T$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

In a matrix form:

$$F_{ij} = \frac{\partial \Phi_i}{\partial X_j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where $i, j \in \{1, 2, 3\}$. In addition, we have $\det(F) > 0$.

Moreover the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor is defined by:

$$C = F^T \cdot F$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

There are three different types of tensors describing the stress in the body:

- Let $ds$, $n$ denote respectively an infinitesimal surface in the body and the unitary normal vector at this surface (see Figure 2) in the actual configuration, thus the Cauchy stress tensor $\sigma$ provides the force $df$ applied on $ds$ by the following formula:

$$df = (\sigma \cdot n)ds$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

- Let $dS$ be the infinitesimal surface in the initial configuration, which corresponds to the surface $ds$ in the actual configuration, and let $N$ be the unitary
normal vector at $dS$. Therefore the force $df$ in the actual configuration can also be given by:

$$df = (P \cdot N) dS$$

(6)

Where $P$ denotes the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and can be obtained by the following:

$$P = J\sigma F^{-T}$$

(7)

And $J = det(F)$.

Finally, the force applied at $dS$ in the initial configuration denoted by $dF$ can be provided by the following equation:

$$dF = (S \cdot N) dS$$

(8)

$S = F^{-1}P$ denotes the Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. For more details one can refer to [18].

Let $\rho$ be the actual density of the body, $f$ the body force per unit mass applied on the body (for example the gravity), then the local balance of momentum in the actual configuration, where the Cauchy stress tensor is taken into account, is described by the following equation:

$$\text{div}(\sigma) + \rho f = 0$$

(9)

Or, by considering the components, it becomes:

$$\sum_{j=1}^{3} \frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial x_j} + \rho f_i = 0 \quad i = 1, 2, 3$$

(10)

The Cauchy stress tensor is symmetric ($\sigma = \sigma^T$) by the local balance of angular momentum. Note that in the reference configuration the local balance of momentum for the body can also be described by:

$$\sum_{j=1}^{3} \frac{\partial P_{ij}}{\partial X_j} + \rho_0 f_i = 0 \quad i = 1, 2, 3$$

(11)

Where $\rho_0$ is the body density in the reference configuration. In addition, boundary conditions must be imposed on the body boundary, therefore if we suppose a null displacement on $\Gamma_0$ and a surface traction $t$ applied on $\Gamma_1$, we have the following conditions:

$$\begin{cases}
  u = 0 & \text{on } \Gamma_0 \\
  P \cdot N = t & \text{on } \Gamma_1
\end{cases}$$

(12)
In the following, the admissible displacements set is defined by:

$$\mathcal{A} = \left\{ \mathbf{v} \in (H^1(\Omega))^3 ; \mathbf{v} = 0 \text{ on } \Gamma_0 \right\}$$  (13)

Where $H^1(\Omega) = W^{1,2}(\Omega)$ is the Sobolev space. For more details on Sobolev spaces, one can refer to [3, 6].

The weak formulation in the initial configuration is the following:

$$\int_\Omega \mathbf{P} : \text{Grad } \mathbf{v} \, dV - \int_\Omega \rho_0 \mathbf{f} \cdot \mathbf{v} \, dV - \int_{\Gamma_1} \mathbf{t} \cdot \mathbf{v} \, dA = 0 \quad \forall \mathbf{v} \in \mathcal{A}$$  (14)

Where $(\text{Grad } \mathbf{v})_{ij} = \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial x_j}$ and $A : B = \text{tr}(A^T B)$.

2.2 Hyperelastic materials

Hyperelastic materials describe a group of materials that can be subject to large deformations, for example rubber material.

In order to describe the behavior of a material supposed to be isotropic, the strain energy function $\Psi$ provides a relation between the stress tensors and the displacement field, thus the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor can be given by the following formula:

$$\mathbf{S} = 2 \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial \mathbf{C}}$$  (15)

Or more explicitly by:

$$S_{ij} = 2 \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial C_{ij}}$$  (16)

Where the tensor $\mathbf{C}$ is presented by the equation (4), and the strain energy function $\Psi$ depends on the invariants $(I_1, I_2, I_3)$ of the tensor $\mathbf{C}$:

$$\begin{cases}
I_1 = \text{tr}(\mathbf{C}) \\
I_2 = \frac{1}{2}((\text{tr}(\mathbf{C}))^2 - \text{tr}(\mathbf{C}^2)) \\
I_3 = \text{det}(\mathbf{C}) = J^2
\end{cases}$$  (17)

We can cite for example two hyperelastic models: the Neo-Hookean and the Mooney models. The strain energy functions $\Psi$ of these two models are given by:

$$\begin{cases}
\Psi(I_1) = c_1(I_1 - 3) \quad \text{Neo-Hookean model} \\
\Psi(I_1, I_2) = c_2(I_1 - 3) + c_3(I_2 - 3) \quad \text{Mooney model}
\end{cases}$$  (18)

Where $c_1$, $c_2$ and $c_3$ are material parameters.

The displacement field $\mathbf{u}$, solution of the equation (14), minimizes the total potential energy $\mathcal{E}$ over all admissible displacements. The total potential energy is defined by:

$$\mathcal{E}(\mathbf{v}) = \int_\Omega \Psi \, dV - \int_\Omega \rho_0 \mathbf{f} \cdot \mathbf{v} \, dV - \int_{\Gamma_1} \mathbf{t} \cdot \mathbf{v} \, dA$$  (19)
Therefore
\[ u = \arg\min_{v \in A} (\mathcal{E}(v)) \quad (20) \]

Note that the weak formulation \[14\] presented above can be obtained from the minimization problem \[20\], indeed it can be done by taking the directional derivative of the energy \( \mathcal{E} \) to be equal to zero:
\[ D\mathcal{E}(u)(v) = 0 \quad \forall \ v \in A \quad (21) \]

2.3 Signorini’s contact problem

Signorini’s contact problem \[19\] represents the contact between a deformable body and a fixed rigid foundation. An example is shown in Figure 3. Let \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^3 \) denotes the body in its reference configuration, \( \Gamma_0 \) a part of the boundary \( \partial \Omega \) where a displacement is imposed, \( \Gamma_1 \subset \partial \Omega \) where the load is imposed, \( \Gamma_2 \subset \partial \Omega \) the potential contact part of the boundary \( \partial \Omega \). We also suppose that \( \Gamma_0, \Gamma_1, \Gamma_2 \) are disjoint and \( \partial \Omega = \Gamma_0 \cup \Gamma_1 \cup \Gamma_2 \) where \( \Gamma_2 \) has a non null area.

Figure 3: Signorini’s contact.

Let \( C \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) be a closed set in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), the complement of \( C \) describes the foundation where there is no penetration. The Signorini’s contact equations are the set of the local balance of momentum equation, of the boundary and contact conditions. Using the same notations as before, the equations in the reference configuration are:
\[
\begin{aligned}
&\sum_{j=1}^{3} \frac{\partial P_{ij}}{\partial x_j} + \rho_0 f_i = 0 \quad \text{in } \Omega \quad (i = 1, 2, 3) \\
&u = 0 \quad \text{on } \Gamma_0 \\
&P.N = t \quad \text{on } \Gamma_1
\end{aligned}
\quad (22)
\]

With the following contact conditions:
\[
\begin{aligned}
&\phi(\Gamma_2) \subset C \quad \text{(Non-penetration in the foundation)} \\
&P.N = 0 \quad \text{if } X \in \Gamma_2 \text{ and } x = \phi(X) \in \text{int}(C) \\
&P.N = \lambda n \quad \text{if } X \in \Gamma_2 \text{ and } x = \phi(X) \in \partial C, \text{ where } \lambda \leq 0
\end{aligned}
\quad (23)
\]
For the hyperelastic materials, the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor can be obtained by:

\[ P = \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial F} \]  

(24)

The contact formulation described in (22) and (23) can be formulated like in [7] as a constrained minimization problem, i.e if \( u \) is the solution of Signorini’s contact problem (22) and (23) then:

\[ u = \operatorname{argmin}_{v \in \mathcal{H}} (\mathcal{E}(v)) \]  

(25)

Where \( \mathcal{E} \) is the total potential energy defined in (19) and \( \mathcal{H} \) is the set defined by:

\[ \mathcal{H} = \left\{ v \in (H^1(\Omega))^3 ; v = 0 \text{ on } \Gamma_0 ; \phi(\Gamma_2) \subset C \right\} \]  

(26)

In many publications the normal gap function \( g_n : \Gamma_2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is used to describe the non-penetration condition: \( \phi(\Gamma_2) \subset C \). The normal gap function \( g_n \) is a signed distance function between the body \( \Omega \) and the foundation (see Figure 4). Let \( x \in \Phi(\Gamma_2) \) be a point of the deformed body \( \Phi(\Omega) \), then the normal gap function is defined as the following:

\[ g_n(x) = (x - y) \cdot n(y) \]  

(27)

Where \( y \) is the closest point of the rigid foundation to \( x \) and \( n(y) \) is the outward normal to the rigid foundation at \( y \). In this case the non-penetration condition is given by:

\[ g_n(x) \geq 0 \quad \forall x \in \Phi(\Gamma_2) \]  

(28)

![Figure 4: Normal gap function.](image)

In other words, if \( g_n(x) > 0 \) there is no penetration between the point \( x \) and the foundation, if \( g_n(x) = 0 \) the point \( x \) and the foundation are in contact, finally if \( g_n(x) < 0 \) the point \( x \) penetrates the foundation.

The non-penetration condition used in this paper is mentioned in the section 3.2.
3 Minimization problem resolution

3.1 Interior Point Optimizer

One of the open source software for optimization is IPOPT (Interior Point Optimizer [21]). IPOPT can solve large scale constrained and unconstrained optimization problems where the constraints can be nonlinear. In other words, it solves the following problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{u \in \mathbb{R}^n} f(u) & \quad \text{such that} \\
g_{Lo} \leq g(u) & \leq g_{Up} \\
u_{Lo} \leq u & \leq u_{Up}
\end{align*}
\]  

(29)

Where \( f : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R} \) is the function to minimize and \( g = (g^{(1)}, \ldots, g^{(m)}) : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^m \) the inequality constraints. The two symbols \( Lo \) and \( Up \) denote respectively the lower and upper bounds, and the inequality between vectors means the inequality between the components of the vectors. In addition we suppose that \( g^{(i)}_{Lo}, u^{(j)}_{Lo} \in \mathbb{R} \cup \{-\infty\} \) and finally \( g^{(i)}_{Up}, u^{(j)}_{Up} \in \mathbb{R} \cup \{+\infty\} \) for all \( i = 1, \ldots, m \) and \( j = 1, \ldots, n \). The functions \( f \) and \( g \) are supposed to be sufficiently smooth (For example \( C^2 \)).

By introducing the slack variables \( s = (s^{(1)}, \ldots, s^{(m)}) \in \mathbb{R}^m \), the inequality constraint equations in (29) can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
g^{(i)}(u) - s^{(i)} &= 0 \\
g^{(i)}_{Lo} \leq s^{(i)} &\leq g^{(i)}_{Up} \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, m
\end{align*}
\]  

(30)

Therefore the minimization problem (29) is simplified and can thus be reformulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{(u,s) \in \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^m} f(u) & \quad \text{such that} \\
g(u) - s &= 0 \\
(u_{Lo}, g_{Lo}) &\leq (u, s) \leq (u_{Up}, g_{Up})
\end{align*}
\]  

(31)

Or in a simplified way and without loss of generality the problem can be transformed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{u \in \mathbb{R}^n} f(u) & \quad \text{such that} \\
g(u) &= 0 \\
u &\geq 0
\end{align*}
\]  

(32)

IPOPT solves the minimization problem in multiple steps and we will only describe the principal ones, for more details see \[20, 21\]. The algorithm is briefly described in Algorithm 1.

The first-order optimality condition is given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\nabla f(u) + \nabla g(u) \lambda - z &= 0 \\
g(u) &= 0 \\
UZe - \mu e &= 0
\end{align*}
\]  

(33)
Algorithm 1 IPOPT

Define $\epsilon > 0$.

while the barrier parameter $\mu > \epsilon$ do

- The objective function $f$ is transformed into a barrier function, and the problem is reformulated as follow:

$$\begin{align*}
\min_{u \in \mathbb{R}^n} f(u) - \mu \sum_{i=1}^n \ln(u^i) \quad \text{such that} \\
g(u) = 0
\end{align*}$$

while No convergence do

- First-order optimality condition for the barrier problem.
- Compute the descent directions $(d^u_k, d^\lambda_k, d^z_k)$ at the iteration $k$.
- Line search by filter method.
end while

- Decrease the barrier parameter $\mu$.
end while

return $u \in \mathbb{R}^n$.

Where $\lambda \in \mathbb{R}^m$ and $z \in \mathbb{R}^n$ correspond respectively to the constraints and bounds Lagrange multipliers, $U = \text{diag}(u)$, $Z = \text{diag}(z)$ and finally where $e \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is a unit vector $e = (1, \ldots, 1)^T$.

A Newton method is applied to the system (33) in order to find the descent directions $(d^u_k, d^\lambda_k, d^z_k)$ at each iteration $k$. If $u_k, \lambda_k, z_k$ denote respectively the values of $u, \lambda, z$ at the iteration $k$, then the following system is obtained:

$$\begin{bmatrix}
W_k & \nabla g(u_k) & -I_d \\
\nabla g(u_k)^T & 0 & 0 \\
Z_k & 0 & U_k
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
d^u_k \\
d^\lambda_k \\
d^z_k
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
- \nabla f(u_k) + \nabla g(u_k) \lambda_k - z_k \\
g(u_k) \\
U_k Z_k e - \mu e
\end{bmatrix}$$

(34)

Where $W_k = \nabla^2 \mathcal{L} = \nabla^2 f(u_k) + \sum_{j=1}^m \lambda^j_k \nabla^2 g^j(u_k)$, $(j)$ denotes the components of a vector and $\mathcal{L}$ is the Lagrangian function.

Otherwise the linear system (33) can be reduced into the following:

$$\begin{bmatrix}
W_k + U_k^{-1} Z_k & \nabla g(u_k) & 0 \\
\nabla g(u_k)^T & 0 & U_k
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
d^u_k \\
d^\lambda_k \\
d^z_k
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
- \nabla \phi(u_k) + \nabla g(u_k) \lambda_k \\
g(u_k)
\end{bmatrix}$$

(35)

with the additional equation:

$$d^z_k = \mu U_k^{-1} e - z_k - U_k^{-1} Z_k d^u_k$$

(36)

Where $\phi = f(u) - \mu \sum_{i=1}^n \ln(u^i)$ is the barrier function.

As the descent direction was computed, the quantities $u_{k+1}, \lambda_{k+1}, z_{k+1}$ at the iteration $k+1$ are given by:

$$\begin{align*}
u_{k+1} &= u_k + \alpha_k d^u_k \\
\lambda_{k+1} &= \lambda_k + \alpha_k d^\lambda_k \\
z_{k+1} &= z_k + \alpha_k d^z_k
\end{align*}$$

(37)
In order to improve the convergence of the algorithm, a linear search method with a filter method is used to determine the parameters \( \alpha_k \). Using the same notation as in [21], let \( \theta(u) = \|g(u)\| \) be the constraint violation. At first a parameter \( \alpha_k \) is proposed, a filter \( F \) is a set of \( \mathbb{R}^2 \), it helps to determine if \( \alpha_k \) can be accepted as a step size and to avoid cycling between two successive solutions. Indeed when the optimization starts the filter is initialized as follow:

\[
F_0 = \{ (\theta, \phi) \in \mathbb{R}^2 \mid \theta \geq \theta_{\text{max}} \}
\]  

(38)

Where \( \theta_{\text{max}} \) is a chosen value. After each iteration the filter is updated according to the situation, to:

\[
F_{k+1} = F_k \cup \{ (\theta, \phi) \in \mathbb{R}^2 \mid \theta \geq (1 - \gamma_\theta \theta(u_k)) \& \phi \geq \phi_\mu(u_k) - \gamma_\phi \theta(u_k) \}
\]  

(39)

or to:

\[
F_{k+1} = F_k
\]  

(40)

Where \( (\gamma_\theta, \gamma_\phi) \in [0, 1]^2 \) are two fixed values.

The step size \( \alpha_k \) is accepted if \( (\theta(u_{k+1}(\alpha_k)), \phi_\mu(u_{k+1}(\alpha_k)) \notin F_k \), if it is not the case, several actions may be possible like the correction of the descent direction for example.

Finally the barrier parameter \( \mu \) is decreased and the iteration starts from the last converged solution. The solution of the above algorithm, which depends on the barrier parameter \( u(\mu) \), converges to the solution of the original problem [29] as \( \mu \to 0 \).

### 3.2 Formulation of the problem

In this section and without loss of generality we consider the two dimensional problem case. Using the same notations as section 2.3, let \( X = (X_1, X_2) \in \Gamma_2 \) in the reference configuration, \( x = (x_1, x_2) \in \gamma_2 = \Phi(\Gamma_2) \) in the actual configuration and \( u = x - X = (u_1, u_2) \) its corresponding displacement vector, the non-penetration condition in our analysis will be written in the form of \( S(u) \geq 0 \), where \( S: \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R} \) is a function of class \( C^2 \).

We suppose that the boundary of the foundation can be written in the form of a function \( \psi \) (see Figure 5) of class \( C^2 \), then the non-penetration condition is given by:

\[
x_2 - \psi(x_1) \geq 0
\]  

(41)

This means that the body has to be always above the foundation in our case. By considering the reference configuration this condition becomes:

\[
S(u) = X_2 + u_2 - \psi(X_1 + u_1) \geq 0
\]  

(42)

If the function \( \psi \) of the foundation is not subject to large variations then we can apply Taylor’s theorem to \( \psi(X_1 + u_1) \) and obtain a simpler non-penetration condition:

\[
S(u) = X_2 - \psi(X_1) + u_2 - \psi'(X_1).u_1 \geq 0
\]  

(43)
In finite element method, the body domain $\Omega$ can be approximated by a polygonal domain $\Omega_h = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n_T} T_i$ where $T_i$ are the triangles which constitute $\Omega_h$ and $h$ the mesh size. Let $T_h$ be the family of the triangles $T_i$ and without loss of generality let $V_h(P_1)$ be the linear finite element space defined on $\Omega_h$ and given by:

$$V_h(P_1, T_h) = \{ v(x,y) = \sum_{k=1}^{m} v_k \Phi_k(x,y) | v_k \in \mathbb{R} \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (44)

Where $m$ denotes the number of nodes (or vertex) in the mesh and $\Phi_k$ the shape function which in our case is linear on each triangle and is equal to 1 at the node $k$ and zero at the others nodes. The component $v_k$ is called a degree of freedom of the function $v$, we note also that the function $v$ is a continuous piecewise function.

In our analysis, we are interested to find the displacement field $u = (u_x, u_y)$ for the unilateral contact problem. First we consider that $u_x, u_y \in V_h$, if $\{U_{x,1} \ldots U_{x,m}\}$ and $\{U_{y,1} \ldots U_{y,m}\}$ denote respectively the degrees of freedom of $u_x$ and $u_y$, then the degrees of freedom of $u$ are given by:

$$U = \begin{pmatrix} U_1 \\
U_2 \\
\vdots \\
U_{n-1}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} U_{x,1} \\
U_{y,1} \\
\vdots \\
U_{x,m} \\
U_{y,m} \end{pmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (45)

Where $n = 2m$. The degrees of freedom $U$ of the displacement field describe the nodes displacement of the mesh.

Our contact problem can be formulated as follow:

$$\begin{cases}
Min E(U) & \text{such that} \\
U \in \mathbb{R}^n \\
d(U) \geq 0
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (46)
Where \( \mathbf{U} \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the displacement vector of the body mesh nodes, \( \mathcal{E}(\mathbf{U}) \) is the total potential energy of the body and finally \( d = (d^{(1)}, \ldots, d^{(n_b)}) : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{n_b} \) represents the non-penetration condition with the rigid foundation for each node of the boundary \((\Gamma_2)\) and \(n_b\) is the number of the boundary \((\Gamma_2)\) nodes.

More precisely \( d^{(i)} \) represents the non-penetration condition for the node \(i\) belonging to the boundary \((\Gamma_2)\) and is defined by:

\[
d^{(i)}(\mathbf{U}) = S(D_{x_i}, D_{y_i})
\]

Where \( S \) is defined in (42) and \((D_{x_i}, D_{y_i})\) is the displacement vector for the node \(i\).

Finally, we obtain a constrained minimization problem which can be solved by the Interior Point OPTimizer (IPOPT) as we will see in the next section.

4 Numerical validations

In this section, we present several common numerical examples in order to validate our method. First, we will present two tests in 2D and 3D on the compression of a hyperelastic cube with two specific types of materials. In these tests the contact is not taken into account, indeed the goal is to validate our algorithm in solving problems with a hyperelastic material behavior. Next, we present 3 contact tests, where 2 are a Hertz contact problem with an explicit analytic solutions, to validate our contact method for an arbitrary rigid foundation.

In FreeFEM, necessary quantities like the energy and the constraints (Jacobian, Hessian) are computed, then IPOPT is used to solve our constrained minimization problem through its FreeFEM interface. To see how we can use IPOPT with FreeFEM one can refer to [4, 8]. The advantage of this method is that we have just to formulate our contact problem and IPOPT will act like a black box to solve the optimization problem.

4.1 Compression of a hyperelastic cube

Here we handle the tests presented in [2]. A unit cube of dimension equal to 1 m is considered (see Figure 6). The cube can move along the direction \(X_1\) and its two faces which are perpendicular to the direction \(X_3\) are fixed along this last direction, finally, the lower face of this cube is fixed along the direction \(X_2\). A pressure of \(f = 0.876\) Pa is applied on the upper face of the cube.

Two nearly incompressible hyperelastic material models [14] are considered for the cube: Neo-Hookean and Mooney. These models describe also the incompressibility of the two materials. The goal is to compute the displacement field (specifically the vertical displacement) and to compare it with the theoretical one. The strain energy functions of these two models are given as follow:

\[
\psi = C_{10}(J^{-\frac{2}{3}} I_1 - 3) + C_{01}(J^{-\frac{4}{3}} I_2 - 3) + \frac{K}{2}(J - 1)^2
\]
Where \( K = \frac{6(C_{01} + C_{10})}{(1 - 2\nu)} \) \[14\] and \( \nu \) is the Poisson’s ratio. The function \( \frac{K}{J^2} (J - 1)^2 \) helps to satisfy the incompressibility constraint \( (J = 1) \) by penalizing it. The coefficients \( C_{01}, C_{10} \) and \( \nu \) are presented in the table 1:

Table 1: Material coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Mooney</th>
<th>Neo-Hookean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C_{10} )</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>1.2345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{01} )</td>
<td>2.3456</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu )</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>0.499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The linear finite element \( P_1 \) \[8\] was used for this study and the mesh contains 200 elements in the two dimensional case. In order to avoid the rigid movement of the structure and using the fact that the problem is symmetric, only half of the structure is modeled like we can see in Figure 7 for the two dimensional case.

Using IPOPT in order to minimize the total potential energy of the cube and generate the displacement field, the maximum vertical displacement of the upper face is given in the table 2.

Table 2: Vertical displacement \( w \) with FreeFEM in 2D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FreeFEM in 2D</th>
<th>Mooney</th>
<th>Neo-Hookean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( w )</td>
<td>0.034072</td>
<td>0.078331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The errors with respect to the theoretical values for our method and Code_Aster \[2\] are presented in the table 3 where we can see similar results.

In the Figure 8a, the deformed shape and the vertical displacement for the Neo-Hookean material case is shown. To see the FreeFEM script of the example presented above, please visit \url{https://modules.freefem.org/modules/nonlinear-elasticity/}.

On the other hand, the exact same results were generated by considering the three dimensional case for the two type of materials. In addition, note that we obtained the same results for the displacement field by supposing that the cube is in contact on its lower face with a rigid foundation, see Figure 8b for the three dimensional case.

4.2 Hertz contact problem

A classical contact problem is the contact between two deformable cylinders where their axis are parallel, and a theoretical solution exists for this type of
Table 3: Errors with respect to the theoretical values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Errors</th>
<th>FreeFEM</th>
<th>Code_Aster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Errors in 2D (Mooney)</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors in 2D (Neo-Hookean)</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: The 2D symmetrical model of the cube.

Figure 8: Vertical displacement field (Neo-Hookean).

In general, the zone of contact between the cylinders is a strip of width $2a$, in the 2D situation the contact becomes between two discs. The quantity of interest is the normal pressure at the contact zone. Let a force of magnitude $P$ be applied on the first cylinder and let this force be normal to its axis in order to compress the two bodies and let them enter in contact. Therefore, by assuming the hypothesis of small deformations and linear elasticity we can obtain analytically the half length of the contact zone $a$ in addition to the profile of the normal pressure at the contact zone.
Let $R_1$ and $R_2$ denote the radius of the cylinders, $E_1$, $E_2$ the Young’s modulus and $\nu_1$, $\nu_2$ the Poisson’s ratio of the first and second cylinder, then the half contact length $a$ is given by:

$$a = \sqrt{\frac{4PR}{\pi E^*}}$$

(49)

Where $R$ and $E^*$ are computed as follow:

$$\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{R} &= \frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} \\
\frac{1}{E^*} &= \frac{1-\nu_1^2}{E_1} + \frac{1-\nu_2^2}{E_2}
\end{align*}$$

(50)

Let $x$ denotes the coordinate along the contact zone, thus the normal pressure profile $p$ is given as follow:

$$p(x) = p_{max} \sqrt{1 - \frac{x^2}{a^2}}$$

(51)

Where $p_{max} = \frac{2f}{\pi a}$, the maximum pressure, is located at the origin of the contact zone.

The second cylinder can be considered as a rigid foundation by taking a large value of its Young’s modulus $E_2 \to +\infty$, thus we obtain $E^* \to \frac{E_1}{1-\nu_1^2}$ and the same equations presented above can be used.

In the same manner, the second cylinder can be replaced by a plane by taking $R_2 \to +\infty$, therefore $R \to R_1$.

Next we present the numerical results of two contact examples involving a deformable cylinder against a rigid foundation. The foundation is respectively a plane and a cylinder for the first and second example. Due to the two dimensional case and the symmetry of the problem, only a quarter of a disc, which represents the cylinder, will be modeled. In the two examples $f$ denotes the pressure applied on the top face of the quarter disc, $R_1$, $E_1$ and $\nu_1$ denote respectively the radius, Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the quarter disc. Note that the total force applied is equal to $P = 2fR_1$.

### 4.2.1 Contact with a rigid plane foundation

The contact between the quarter disc and the rigid plane is shown below (Figure 9a). In order to compare our results to the theoretical one, we suppose the following values: a radius $R_1 = 1$ m, a Young’s modulus $E_1 = 2.1 \times 10^9$ Pa, a Poisson’s ratio $\nu_1 = 0.3$ and finally a top face pressure of $f = 2.75 \times 10^6$ Pa.

In this case the half contact length $a$ is equal to:

$$a = \sqrt{\frac{8fR_1^2(1-\nu_1^2)}{\pi E_1}}$$

(52)

The maximum pressure and the pressure profile at the contact zone are equal to:

$$p_{max} = \frac{4fR_1}{\pi a}$$

(53)

$$p(x) = p_{max} \sqrt{1 - \frac{x^2}{a^2}}$$

(54)
The linear finite element $P_1$ was used for the simulation and the mesh was refined at the contact zone. In Figure 9(b) we can see the deformation of the quarter disc in addition to the distribution of the Von Mises stress, and we also remark that the maximum Von Mises stress is not at the border where the contact occurs.

The pressure at the contact zone $p(x)$ computed with our algorithm is plotted with the theoretical one in the Figure 10.

Figure 9: Contact with a rigid plane foundation.

Figure 10: Pressure at the contact zone.
4.2.2 Contact with a rigid circular foundation

In this example the contact is between the quarter disc and a rigid cylinder of radius \( R_2 = 1.2 \, \text{m} \), also modeled by a quarter disc (Figure 11a). The properties of the deformable quarter disc are the following: a radius \( R_1 = 1 \, \text{m} \), Young’s modulus \( E_1 = 2.1 \times 10^5 \, \text{Pa} \), and a Poisson’s ratio \( \nu_1 = 0.3 \). The top face pressure is equal to \( f = 250 \, \text{Pa} \).

The half contact length \( a \) can be computed analytically by:

\[
a = \sqrt{\frac{8fR_1R(1 - \nu_1^2)}{\pi E_1}}
\]  

(55)

Where \( R = \frac{R_1R_2}{R_1 + R_2} \). Using the same formulas, the maximum pressure and the pressure profile at the contact zone are equal to:

\[
p_{\text{max}} = \frac{4fR_1}{\pi a} \quad (56) \quad p(x) = p_{\text{max}}\sqrt{1 - \frac{x^2}{a^2}} \quad (57)
\]

Like the previous example the linear finite element \( P_1 \) was used for the simulation and the mesh was refined at the contact zone, moreover the rigid foundation was constructed with a spline function. The deformation of the quarter disc in addition to the distribution of the Von Mises stress are shown in the Figure 11b.

![Figure 11: Contact with a rigid circular foundation.](image)

The Figure 12 shows the computed pressure at the contact zone \( p(x) \) with the theoretical one.
4.3 Clamped body contact

In this test an iron square $\Omega$ of length equal to 1 m is considered, the square is clamped on its side $\Gamma_0$ and is initially in contact with a rigid plane on its side $\Gamma_2$ (see Figure 13a). The body is subjected by its own weight where $\rho = 7800 \text{ kg.m}^{-3}$ and $g = 9.81 \text{ m.s}^{-2}$. The properties of the elastic body are the Young’s modulus $E = 2.1 \times 10^{11} \text{ Pa}$ and the Poisson’s ration $\nu = 0.3$. This test was treated in [9]. A uniform mesh was taken with 51 nodes at each side, the finite element used is the $P_2$ element.

The deformed configuration of the body is shown in the Figure 13b with an amplification factor.

In Figure 14 the contact pressure on the left side $\Gamma_2$ is plotted in comparison with the values found in [9].

5 Industrial application example

In this analysis an O-ring gasket is trapped between two metallic parts (see Figure 15). As the radius of the gasket section is small compared to its circumference, we suppose that we are in the plane strain configuration, thus only a section of the gasket is studied. In this analysis the metallic parts are supposed to be rigid.

The following data are only used to illustrate the behavior of the gasket, thus a radius of $R = 0.52m$ is taken for the gasket section, the gap between the two supports is $g = 0.2m$, the material model considered for this simulation is the Neo-Hookean model presented in (48), and finally the inner shape of the two metallic parts is a square of dimension $l = 1m$. 
The geometry

Figure 13: The square iron problem.

The body deformation (amplification factor $= 2 \times 10^5$).

Figure 14: Contact pressure at the side $\Gamma_2$ of the body.

The deformed shape of the compressed gasket and the Von-mises stress distribution are shown in the Figure 16.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we formulated the unilateral frictionless contact problem into a constrained minimization problem and we used IPOPT like a black box to solve the optimization problem. The proposed method has the advantage of being
simple to implement in FreeFEM because optimization tools are already available. The results of the nonlinear behavior tests were similar to those obtained by Code_Aster, besides, as we showed in the validation section, our contact method gave results close to the analytic one or results done by other methods. In the future, the scope of the method will be extended to the contact between two bodies, and to the dynamic case.
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